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tiful variegated appearance for which this
stone is noted. It is found in layers in caves,
where it was deposited by water. This stone
was used by the Aztecs, who carved it into
idols, masks and a variety of other objects.
It is very soft and easily worked. See
agate; chalcedony; precious stones.
OTAL, a precious stone, frequently show-
ing a brilliant play of colors—yellow, red,
green, blue. It is composed of silica and
water, and is easily broken. The general ap-
pearance of the precious opal is whitish or
milky, and the tints displayed are red, yel-
low, green, and blue or violet. The most
brilliant variety known is the fire opal. Opals
are found in Australia and in the western
part of the United States. The best are
mined at Dunkirk, Hungary. The finest
opal known is an Austrian crown jewel
weighing seventeen ounces. This gem is the
birthstone for October. See birthstones.
OPEN-AIR SCHOOLS, schools designed
especially for tubercular children or others
who are physically below normal and need
building up. These schools are held on roofs
of buildings or other out-of-door places, or in
rooms open to the air, without artificial heat.
The children are dressed in clothing specially
designed for them, that they may enjoy the
benefit of pure air and still not suffer from
exposure. Nourishing food is provided, and
the health is cared for in every way possible.
The first American schools of this character
were opened in 1904 in New York City and in
Providence, R. I. So excellent were the re-
sults of the innovation that the fresh-air
school is now found in nearly all large cities
and in many of moderate size.
OPEN SHOP, an industrial establishment
where employes may work whether they be-
long to labor unions or not. It is the oppo-
site of the closed shop (where only union
labor is employed). This classification rep-
resents a phase of the conflict between capital
and labor that is rapidly passing. Capital
more and more has been forced to accept
unionism among its employes, and the conflict
now is between a regular national union and
a so-called company union—organized within
its own shop, without affiliations.
OP'ERA, a dramatic composition set to
music and sung on the stage, accompanied
with musical instruments and enriched by
the accessories of costumes, scenery and danc-
ing. The component parts of an opera are
recitatives, solos, duets, trios, quartettes and
 choruses, and they are usually preceded by an
instrumental overture. The chief classes of
opera are opera seria, or grand opera, con-
structed upon serious themes and generally
a tragic outcome, such as Verdi's Aida;
opera comique, which may be serious or hu-
morous, but contains spoken dialogue as well
as musical numbers, such as Beethoven's
Fidelio; romantic opera, an Italian form,
representing a combination of the serious
and comic; and light, or comic opera, best
represented by the Gilbert and Sullivan se-
ries. Among these may be mentioned The
Mikado y Pinafore and The Pirates of Pen-
zance.
Development of the Opera. Though the
Greek dramas were operatic in character,
as the chorus was an important feature in
them, the opera proper is of modern date
and of Italian origin. The first operas date
from the sixteenth century. About the close of
this century the poet Rinuccini wrote a drama
on the classical story of Daphne, which was
set to music by Peri, the most celebrated mu-
sician of the age. The orchestra of this first
opera consisted of four instruments, namely,
a harpsichord, a harp, a viol di gamba and a
lute. There was no attempt at melodies, and
the recitative was merely a kind of measured
speech. Monteverde, a Milanese musician,
improved the recitative by giving it more flow
and expression. In the middle of the seven-
teenth century, melodies, or airs, connected in
sentiment and spirit with the dialogue were
first introduced. The first regular serious
opera was performed at Naples in 1615. The
first light opera is said to have been presented
at Venice in 1624, where also the first stage
for operas was erected in 1637. In 1646 the
opera was transplanted to France by Cardi-
nal Mazarin; about the same time it was
introduced into Germany, and somewhat later
it was taken to England. Lavish expendi-
tures attended the presentation of these early
operas. In 1680 an opera was performed in
Padua which required a chorus of 100 girls,
100 soldiers and an equal number of iron-
clad horsemen.
At the beginning of the eighteenth century
a revival and reform occurred, the German-
Frenchman Gluck being its chief exponent,
Ms purpose being to restore to opera the dra-
matic element which it had long lacked. Then
began a separate national development in
each of the great countries of Europe. The,
chief Italian composers include, besides those

